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**Picture Books with Gay Characters**


*A Name on the Quilt* by Jeannine Atkins. Illustrated by Tad Hills. 1999. Atheneum.


*Mini Mia and Her Darling Uncle* by Pija Lindenbaum. 2007. R&S.


**Picture Books with Lesbian Characters**

*Zack’s Story* by Keith Elliot Greenberg. Illustrated by Carol Halebian. 1996. Lerner.


Manu se va a la cama/Manu's Bedtime by Lucía Moreno Velo. Illustrated by Javier Termenón Delgado. 2006. Topka


In Our Mother's House by Patricia Polacco. 2009.

**Picture Books with Transgender Characters**


**Picture Books about Families Including LGBT Parents**


**Picture Books that Can Be Read as Gay or Straight**

Oliver Button Is a Sissy by Tomie dePaola. 1979. Harcourt.


